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Abstract. We study the spectral phase of high-order harmonic emission as an
observable for probing ultrafast nuclear dynamics after ionization of a molecule. Using
a strong field approximation theory that includes nuclear dynamics, we relate the
harmonic phase to the phase of the overlap integral of the nuclear wavefunctions of
the initial neutral molecule and the molecular ion after an attosecond probe delay. We
determine experimentally the group delay of the high harmonic emission from D2 and
H2 molecules, which allows us to verify the relation between harmonic frequency and
the attosecond delay. The small difference in the harmonic phase between H2 and D2
calculated theoretically is consistent with our experimental results.
Submitted to: J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Phys.
1. Introduction
Dynamic imaging of molecular structure with a˚ngstro¨m space and attosecond time
resolution is one of the most exciting recent developments in attosecond science. The
attosecond timescale is inherent to intra-atomic/molecular electron dynamics and to the
movement of the lightest nuclei. The ultimate goal of this research might be tomographic
imaging [1] of an evolving molecular orbital. A challenging goal in chemical physics
is to trace ultrafast nuclear re-arrangements or vibrations. In particular the transfer
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2of protons within large molecules plays an important role in many chemical reactions
relevant to life sciences [2, 3], combustion and astrophysics [4]. A great deal of research
has thus been devoted to the observation of such nuclear re-arrangements achieving
femtosecond [5, 6, 7] or attosecond [8, 9] time-resolution.
A technically fairly simple, yet powerful method termed PACER (probing
attosecond dynamics by chirp encoded recollision) has been proposed for observing
the expansion of a vibrating hydrogen molecular ion immediately after ionization. It
was studied first numerically [10] and then demonstrated experimentally two years ago
[9]. Briefly, the ratio of high harmonic spectra generated under the same conditions
in protonated and deuterated species of a molecule is measured, and the nuclear
dynamics are retrieved by means of a genetic algorithm. The three steps, commonly
used to describe high harmonic generation (HHG)[11, 12], are considered as a pump, a
delay-stage, and a probe process: A strong laser field ionizes the molecule, launching
simultaneously an electron wavepacket of attosecond duration into the continuum and a
time dependent nuclear wavepacket onto the electronic ground state potential surface of
the molecular ion. The continuum electron wavepacket is subsequently accelerated and
driven back to the ion by the laser field, while the nuclear wavepacket evolves in parallel.
At recollision, there is a certain probability for recombination to the ground state,
releasing the accumulated kinetic energy of the electron in the form of an attosecond
burst of XUV light. For coherent emission, recombination has to lead back to the
initial state, the nuclear part of which is the vibrational ground state of the neutral
molecule. The probability of this transition depends on the overlap of this ground state
nuclear wavefunction with the evolved nuclear wavepacket of the molecular ion at the
recombination time, i.e. recombination will be all the less likely the further the ion
has evolved. Only this coherent light will be detectable as macroscopic signal produced
by many emitters. Obviously, recombination can lead back to an excited state of the
molecule, like an electronic state with the same symmetry as the initial state, or a
vibrationally excited state. This excited state would, however, have an arbitrary phase
relative to the continuum electron, which is ‘phase locked’ to the ground state and the
light emission would consequently be incoherent, adding only a weak background to the
high harmonic emission.
Scanning the pump-probe delay is achieved by the inherent chirp of the recolliding
electron wavepacket: for the short electron trajectories, higher harmonics are associated
with larger electron excursion times and thus larger recollision times. In [9], this chirp
was assumed to be the same as for rare-gas atoms, as measured in [13]. The latter study
showed that the measured recollision times are very well described by the Lewenstein
model [14]. Recently, it has been shown that the atomic and molecular recollision times
may be equal provided that (i) the nuclear movement can be neglected on a sub-laser-
cycle timescale (which is true for heavier molecules such as N2 and CO2), (ii) the sample
is unaligned [15] or aligned in such a way that two-centre interference [16] does not occur,
and (iii) the two species have the same ionization potential [17].
The aim of this work is two-fold: Firstly, using the RABITT (Reconstruction of
3Attosecond Beating by Interference of Two-photon Transitions)[18, 19] technique, we
want to verify experimentally for H2 and D2 molecules that the frequency-time mapping,
which is at the heart of the PACER method, is not affected by the molecular ion’s
expansion. Secondly, and more generally, we will address the question how the rapid
nuclear dynamics affect the phase of the high harmonic emission and whether it could be
linked more directly to the nuclear dynamics than the harmonic intensity. The second
of these points has been studied in [20] using a different experimental technique, which
will be discussed and compared to our experimental findings.
In our paper, we first review the theoretical basis of PACER in section 2.1, followed
by a detailed analysis of the result with regard to the phase differences between H2 and
D2 in section 2.2. We then present our experimental configuration and results in sections
3 and 4, respectively. Finally, we draw conclusions of our study in section 5.
2. Theoretical description
2.1. Overview of the strong-field approximation theory including nuclear dynamics
The theoretical basis for PACER is thoroughly described in [10, 21] but to address
the above questions we will briefly review the essential points. The two wavepackets
launched in the ionization step of the three step model are correlated and their evolution
is followed in [10] by considering the simplest case of H2 and D2 molecules and solving
numerically the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE), including the interaction
of the single active electron with the screened nuclei, i.e. non-Born-Oppenheimer
couplings. The authors then derive a modified Lewenstein model [14], also called the
strong-field approximation (SFA) model, incorporating the nuclear motion within the
Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. The results of this model agree very well with
the exact TDSE calculation, justifying the approximations made for the considered
parameters (780 nm, 6-cycle pulse with 4 × 1014 W/cm2). It is hardly possible to
rigorously deduce a range of laser parameters where the SFA and BO approximation
are valid. The SFA approach has been extensively compared with TDSE calculations
and experiments in rare-gas atoms, and was shown to be in satisfactory agreement for a
Keldysh parameter γ ≤ 1. The same should hold for the simplest molecules like H2. The
BO approximation on the other hand obviously becomes questionable for the lightest
nuclei and indeed there are deviations observed, e.g. from the Franck-Condon principle
for the tunnel ionization step [22, 23].
Following the assumptions of the SFA and assuming that only one electron can
become active, one makes an ansatz for the full wavefunction (atomic units are used
unless stated otherwise):








φ(k, R, t) [exp(ik · r1)ψ+R(r2) + exp(ik · r2)ψ+R(r1)]
}
, (1)
where r1, r2 are the coordinates of the two electrons, χ0(R)ψR(r1, r2) is the real-valued
4ground state wavefunction of H2 (or its isotopes) in the BO approximation, i.e. written
as a product of a nuclear part χ0 and an electronic part ψR, and ψ
+
R(r1/2) is the electronic
ground-state BO wave function of H+2 . φ(k, R, t) describes the time-dependence of the
continuum electron as well as the nuclear part of the H+2 wave function. E0 is the
ground state energy eigenvalue. We choose the origin of energy such that the lowest BO
potential of H+2 , V
+
BO(R), takes the value zero at the average internuclear distance R¯0 in
the vibrational ground state of the neutral molecule. We thus subtract V +BO(R¯0) from
all curves, which consequently replaces E0 in (1) by E0 − V +BO(R¯0) = −Ip, where Ip is
an effective vertical ionization potential.
The TDSE for an H2 molecule with fixed orientation, driven by a linearly polarized
laser field E(t) along the x-axis is then solved analytically, neglecting non-BO couplings
and laser field interaction with ψ+R , leading to an expression for φ(k, R, t) that allows
calculating the time-dependent dipole momentum along x:









′)] exp[iS(p, t, t′)]
×
∫
dR χ0(R)vr[p + A(t), R]χ(R, t− t′) + c.c., (2)
where










is the semiclassical action of the continuum electron, p = k − A(t) is its canonical
momentum and A(t) = − ∫ t
−∞
E(t′)dt′ is the vector potential of the laser field. The
evolution of the nuclear wavepacket χ(R, t − t′) in the molecular ion is obtained by
solving the Schro¨dinger equation
iχ˙(R, t) = [−∂2R/M + V +BO(R)]χ(R, t), (4)
where M is the mass of one nucleus. For the initial condition, the Franck-Condon
principle is applied: χ(R, t′) = χ0(R). This is a good approximation for laser intensities
on the order of 1014 W/cm2 and molecules aligned perpendicular to the laser polarization
direction [22, 23], and should thus also hold for an unaligned molecular sample. Note,
that the interaction with the strong laser field is neglected in (4) although the laser
field significantly modifies the potential curve the nuclear wavepacket moves on and
may couple different electronic states. The effect, however, is strongest at internuclear
separations R of the molecular ion above its equilibrium value R0 = 2 a.u. and in
particular close to the avoided crossings of the field dressed σg and σu states of the
molecular ion around R = 4 a.u., leading to bond-softening and bond-hardening [24, 25].
Within the time window covered by the excursion times in HHG with an 800 nm laser
(< 1.8 fs), the nuclear wavepacket cannot evolve very far and in fact still remains on the
falling edge of the σg potential curve. At these R, the potential is barely affected (see
figure 13 in [24], where H+2 potentials are shown for an intensity of 1×1014 W/cm2) and
the field-free calculation using (4) should be valid for the nuclear wavepacket evolution
5accessible in the experiment. The effect of laser dressing on the outcome of PACER-like
experiments has also been studied theoretically by Chirila˘ and Lein [26] and found to be
negligible for 800 nm lasers due to the short time between ionization and recombination.
For mid-IR lasers (e.g. 1.5 or 2 µm), however, dressing leads to significant modifications
of the nuclear dynamics.
In expression (2) for the dipole momentum, the three steps described in the
introduction are recovered as follows:
(i) At time t′ the active electron tunnels into the continuum with a probability
amplitude E(t′)d¯i. Here, a simplification has been introduced: the R-dependence of the
matrix element di has been neglected and instead the effective matrix element
d¯i(k) =
(∫
|〈exp(ik · r1)ψ+R(r2)|x1|ψR(r1, r2)〉 χ0(R)|2dR
)1/2
, (5)
averaged over all possible values of the internuclear distance R, is used. (ii) The active
electron moves in the continuum under the influence of the laser field only, until time t,
acquiring a phase relative to the ground state of S(p, t, t′). (iii) At time t, the continuum
electron recombines with the molecular ion to the neutral ground state, the amplitude





ψR(r1, r2)|∂x1| exp[ik · r1]ψ+R(r2)
〉
χ(R, t− t′) dR. (6)
Note that the Bra-Ket matrix element implies integration over both r1 and r2 and that
its functional form is identical for H2 and D2. It is still parametrically R-dependent
and is written here for a specific alignment angle θ of the molecular axis with respect
to the laser polarization. Adopting a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO)





R(r2) [21], one can reduce its R-dependence to an interference kernel
cos(kR cos(θ)/2). Any possible difference between the recombination amplitudes for H2





χ0(R) cos(kR cos(θ)/2) χ(R, t− t′) dR dθ. (7)
The interference kernel is real valued and will change sign at k0 = pi/[R cos(θ)], which
translates to a sudden pi phase jump. For H2 molecules partly aligned along the laser
polarization direction, two-centre interference will indeed play a role when using an
800 nm laser [27]. Detecting the phase jump at some harmonic order q associated to
the excursion time τq, as was recently demonstrated for CO2 molecules [17], would be
an observation of dynamic two-centre interference [27] on the observable “harmonic
phase”. This would provide a means of observing when the centre of mass R˜(t− t′) of
the product of the nuclear wavefunctions χ0(R) and χ(R, t−t′) passes through the value
R˜ = pi/[
√
2qω0 cos(θm)] satisfying the destructive interference condition, where θm is the
modal value of the alignment distribution σ(θ) and ω0 is the driving laser frequency.
For D2 molecules, this dynamic two-centre interference then occurs at a larger time and
hence larger harmonic order. This would, however, only provide a measurement of one
6point R˜(τq) for each isotope and does not directly allow to continuously trace the nuclear
dynamics.
For randomly aligned molecules, the θ-integral in (7) reduces to sin(kR/2)/(kR/2),
the sign change of which would occur at too high harmonic orders to be observed using
an 800 nm laser. Dropping the interference kernel thus still gives a reasonably good
approximation for unaligned molecules [9]. This has the great advantage of reducing
the R-dependence of (7) to a k-independent nuclear overlap integral
C(t− t′) =
∫
χ0(R)χ(R, t− t′)dR. (8)
The intensity of a harmonic that is dominated by a single excursion time τ = t − t′
is therefore proportional to |C(τ)|2, which monotonically decreases with time when the
molecular ion expands. The decrease is obviously slower in the heavier isotope since
the nuclear dynamics is slower. When the contribution of the short trajectories is
isolated in the experiment, the measured ratio of harmonic intensities for D2 and H2,
being proportional to |CD2(τ)/CH2(τ)|2, will thus monotonically increase with harmonic
order. This has been experimentally confirmed [9, 20].
2.2. Analysis of phase effects
The three steps of the high harmonic emission process influence the phase of the
radiation emitted in the following manner:
(i) The term (5) is essentially the same for the two isotopes, since the electronic
wavefunctions ψR and ψ
+
R are identical. There is a small difference in the width of
the initial nuclear wavepackets χ0(R), but as they are purely real valued this will not
translate to a phase difference.
(ii) In (3), the ionization potential for D2 is in fact about 40 meV higher than for
H2 [28], but this difference is negligible. At this point, Kanai et al.[20] introduced to
the action an ionization potential being a function of the internuclear distance R(t′′),
which then gave a different contribution for H2 and D2 due to the different nuclear
dynamics. They described this term as “the interaction between the molecular ion and
the electron”. We think such a modification of the action is incorrect, because any
ion-electron interaction is explicitly excluded in the SFA and thus cannot appear in the
result. Note, that the influence of the ion’s Coulomb potential has been shown to be
noticeable only for the lowest harmonics with energies close to Ip [29]. Secondly, the
Ip in the action is nothing else but the energy eigenvalue of the neutral molecule BO
ground state after a recalibration of the energy axis. This ground state is stationary
and its energy does not change with time. We thus conclude that, within the framework
of the SFA, the continuum electron dynamics is not only the same in H2 and D2 but it
is also the same as in an atom of equal ionization potential. It is thus perfectly justified
to use the frequency-time mapping as calculated from the three-step model as was done
in the experiments [9, 27].




























Figure 1. Theoretical phase difference from a full quantum mechanical calculation
(full line) and from the quasiclassical expression (9) (dash-dotted line).
(iii) We have now established that the recolliding continuum electron wavepacket
is, within the framework of the SFA, identical in the cases of H2 and D2. Along the
lines proposed by Itatani et al.[1], we can now directly obtain the phase difference
of the harmonic emissions from the two isotopes from the phase difference of the
recombination amplitudes ν(k) given in (6). As discussed earlier, when neglecting two-
centre interference, the difference between H2 and D2 is contained in (8). It is thus the
phase of the integral C(τ) that is passed on to the harmonic emission and potentially
contains a signature of the nuclear dynamics. As χ0(R) is real-valued, the evolved
nuclear wavepackets χ(R, τ) are the only remaining source of phase difference.
We first treat the nuclear evolution classically and hence take R as a sharply
defined variable depending on the excursion time τ . The nuclei only convert potential
energy V +BO(R) into kinetic energy Tn. Using V
+
BO(R¯0) = 0, the Lagrangian reads
L(τ) = Tn − V +BO = −2V +BO[R(τ)]. We can thus write the quasiclassical action of





estimate for the harmonic phase difference ∆ϕD2−H2qcl between D2 and H2 is the difference
of the quasiclassical actions Sn of their evolving nuclear wavepackets. Linearizing the
potential curve of the ion around the average internuclear distance R¯0 of the ground
state, i.e. V +BO(R) = ∂RV
+
BO(R)|R¯O∆R, approximating the nuclear movement by classical
uniformly accelerated motion: ∆RH2/D2(τ) = −∂RV +BO(R)|R¯O/(2MH,D) τ 2, and using
MD = 2MH, we find the simple relation








The slope of the BO potential of the molecular ion at R¯0 = 1.4 a.u. is ∂RV
+
BO(R)|R¯O =
−0.15 a.u.. Equation (9) turns out to be – up to a factor of 2 – the same as the phase
difference calculated by Kanai et al. [20]. The difference is that we identify its origin
as the phase of the evolved nuclear wavepacket in the molecular ion and conclude that
it only comes into play during the recombination step, whereas the continuum electron
dynamics remain unaffected.
Nevertheless, this quasiclassical approach allows us to find only a rough estimate.
Recombination and thus high harmonic emission are only possible as long as there is an
overlap of χ0(R) and χ(R, τ). The quantum nature of the nuclear movement, i.e. the
8finite width of the nuclear wavefunctions, is thus absolutely essential. Equation (9) can
only give an upper limit for the phase difference between the harmonic emissions from
the two isotopes, because, roughly speaking, the nuclear position where the product
χ0(R)χ(R, τ) is maximum evolves considerably slower than the classical trajectory of
the nuclei in the ion. For a reliable result, we thus have to calculate C(τ) exactly. Since
the Hamiltonian in (4) is time-independent, it is fairly straightforward to compute the
evolution of χ(R, τ). Once eigenstates χn(R) and eigenenergies En of the Hamiltonian
are found, one can project the initial wavepacket χ(R, 0) = χ0(R) onto this basis and
calculate χ(R, τ) =
∑
n exp[−iEnτ ]anχn(R) with an = 〈χn|χ0〉. We have done this
calculation for n up to 105, which has given us the complex C(τ) for H2 and D2
according to (8), i.e. neglecting two-centre interference. We checked that our ratio
|CD2(τ)/CH2(τ)|2 (shown in figure 3) agrees very well with the one by Lein [9, 10]. In
figure 1, we compare the D2-H2 phase difference of the C(τ) obtained from this full
calculation with the phase difference ∆ϕD2−H2qcl (τ) from the quasiclassical treatment.
Obviously, the quasiclassical result is a gross over-estimation and only the full quantum
mechanical treatment is adequate.
3. Experimental configuration
The experiments were carried out using the LUCA laser at CEA Saclay, delivering up
to 30 mJ in 55 fs pulses at 20 Hz repetition rate. The setup is shown in Fig. 2 in
[13]. A supersonic gas jet provides the molecular sample with an effective medium
length of ≈1 mm. The Mach-Zehnder type interferometer for the RABITT [18, 19]
measurement is based on drilled mirrors separating the laser beam in two parts: an
annular generating beam (outer diameter cut to 17 mm by an iris) and a central probe
beam (diameter ≈4 mm). The latter can be delayed by a piezoeletric translation stage
with interferometric stability. Both beams are then collinearly focused by a 1 m focal
length lens ≈5 mm before the gas jet, making sure that the short trajectory contribution
to the HHG emission is selected by phase matching [30]. In the gas jet, the intensities of
generating and probe beam are 1.2×1014 W cm−2 and ∼ 1011 W cm−2, respectively. An
iris then blocks the annular generating beam, whereas the high harmonics together with
the on-axis probe beam are focused by a broad-band Au-coated toroidal mirror into
an effusive neon gas jet. A magnetic-bottle electron spectrometer (MBES) [31] detects
the photoelectron spectrum. With the weak IR probe pulse present, spectral sidebands
occur, created by two-photon ionization involving a high harmonic photon and an IR
photon. Analysis of these sidebands as a function of the probe beam delay gives access







≈ ϕq+2 − ϕq
2ω0
. (10)
Note that the small modulation of the HHG intensity due to interference with the probe
beam in the generating medium allows us to determine absolute group delay values with












Figure 2. Calculated alignment distributions σ(θ) at the generating pulse peak for our
experimental conditions. Black and grey lines show σ(θ) for H2 and D2, respectively.
The dotted line shows an isotropic distribution for comparison.
respect to the generating laser field maximum [32].
We verified that partial alignment induced by the generating pulse is negligible
by calculating the angular distributions σ(θ) at the peak of the pulse by the method
described in the appendix of [33], using the 4th order Runge-Kutta method [34] for the
TDSE integration. We use a sin2 pulse of 55 fs FWHM duration and a temperature
of 90 K for D2 and 150 K for H2 due to the different backing pressures necessary to
achieve equal gas densities. The result is shown in figure 2. Obviously the alignment
distributions are modified during the generating pulse but not strongly enough for
dynamic two-centre interference [27] to play a role.
4. Experimental Results
Using the RABITT technique, we have measured intensity and group delay of the high
harmonic emission from unaligned H2 and D2 molecules (I
H2/D2
p =15.43 eV) as well as
for Ar atoms, which have a very similar ionization potential (IArp =15.76 eV). We were
able to measure the group delay for harmonic orders between 15 to 31 and obtain
harmonic intensities from photoelectron spectra recorded without the IR probe beam
present for orders 17 to 33. We had no means of directly measuring the density in
the generating gas jet. As the efficiency of turbo molecular pumps rapidly drops with
decreasing molecular weight, the residual pressure in the vacuum chambers was rather
high when generating harmonics in D2 and even more so for H2. We first determined
the maximum possible gas jet backing pressure for H2 by observing its characteristic
trace in the recorded photoelectron spectra. With a significant density of H2 molecules
having migrated about 2 m down to the interaction region of the MBES and mixing
with the injected neon, the peaks in the photoelectron spectrum are broadened on the
red side with a substructure corresponding to the vibrational levels of H+2 ions. We then
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Figure 3. D2/H2 intensity ratios for harmonics 17 to 33 measured with different gas
pressures. Residual pressure readings pH2 = pD2 = 5×10−2 mbar in the HHG chamber
(), pH2 = 5 × 10−2 mbar, pH2/pD2 = 1.3 and the D2 spectrum has been corrected
by multiplication with (1.3)2 (◦ ), pH2 = 8 × 10−2 mbar, pH2/pD2 = 1.3 (△). The
dashed line is the squared ratio of nuclear overlap integrals |CD2(τ)/CH2(τ)|2 from
our full quantum mechanical calculation. The harmonic order-excursion time mapping
is taken from an SFA calculation for Ar at an intensity of 1.2× 1014 W cm−2, shown
in figure 4a.
lowered the backing pressure until this distortion completely disappeared to minimize
reabsorption of the harmonics. In this case, we read ≈ 5× 10−2 mbar residual pressure
in the HHG chamber. With D2, even when the residual pressure reading is the same
as for H2 in the HHG chamber, we never observed such distortions. Due to its larger
weight it is pumped somewhat more efficiently than H2 in the differential pumping stage
halfway between generating gas jet and MBES.
Figure 3 shows D2/H2 intensity ratios measured in the same generating conditions
except for the gas pressures. The harmonic orders have been associated to electron
excursion times as calculated with the SFA for argon, shown by the dashed line in
figure 4a. With the same residual pressure readings for H2 and D2, we reproduce
reasonably well for the plateau harmonics 17 to 27 the ratio of nuclear correlation
functions |CD2(τ)/CH2(τ)|2 from the full quantum mechanical calculation described
in section 2.2. We compare to the theory neglecting two-centre interference because
only then is the calculation independent of experimental parameters, in particular the
intensity. This leads to a small under-estimation of the slope in the theoretical ratio,
which is compatible with our observation. The agreement shows that we have found
conditions giving approximately equal jet densities. When the D2 backing pressure is
reduced such that the residual pressure readings for the two isotopes give pH2/pD2 = 1.3,
we still obtain an increasing intensity ratio but at too low absolute values. Assuming
phase matched HHG and thus a quadratic dependence of HHG intensity on the medium
density, the unequal experimental densities can be corrected for by multiplying the D2
spectrum by (1.3)2. Indeed, this correction brings the measured intensity ratio to an
agreement with theory, which also shows that re-absorption within our thin gas jet is
11































































Figure 4. (a) Measured group delay or emission times for H2 (), D2 (◦ ) and Ar (△).
The error bars represent the accuracy of the τg-determination (standard deviation of
the phase within the FWHM of the 2ω0 peak in the RABITT trace Fourier transform).
The full and dashed line show recollision and excursion times, respectively, as calculated
with the SFA for Ar and an intensity of 1.2×1014 W cm−2. (b) Group Delay Differences
∆τg, plotted as function of the excursion time according to the q-τ mapping from the
SFA calculation shown in figure 4a. Squares are mean values over three measurements.
Vertical error bars are given by the span covered by these three measurements. Stars
mark results from Kanai et al.[20], scaled to correct for the different q-τ mappings (see
text). The dash-dotted line is the theoretical group delay difference, derived from the
full quantum mechanical treatment of the nuclear dynamics (see text).
negligible. However, such a simple correction will not be possible anymore for too high
residual pressure in the vacuum chambers because reabsorption on the way from the
source of the harmonics to the detector becomes important. We expect this to be the
case when the H2 residual pressure causes traces of H
+
2 ions in the MBES spectra. The
photoionization cross sections [35] of H2 and D2 decrease from ≈ 3.7 Mbarn at harmonic
17 to ≈ 1 Mbarn at harmonic 27. For an averaged residual pressure of 10−2 mbar over
2 meters, this would result in a transmission of T = 83% for harmonic 17 and T = 95%
for harmonic 27, which significantly flattens the measured spectrum as compared to
the spectrum emitted at the source. As the transmission increases exponentially with
decreasing density of the absorbing gas, the quicker drop of residual pressure for D2
over the propagation distance will result in a much less pronounced flattening of the
spectrum due to reabsorption. The slope of the D2/H2 intensity ratio obtained in these
conditions will then be decreased or even inversed. We indeed measure a ratio that
decreases with harmonic order (triangles in figure 3) for an H2 residual pressure reading
of pH2 = 8× 10−2 mbar.
Figure 4a shows the group delay measured for the three gases in the conditions
of the squares in figure 3. In rare gas atoms, these group delays have been called
emission times because they correspond to the real part of the recollision times
calculated with the SFA [13]. This should hold in particular for argon but nevertheless
there is an offset of about -250 as between the emission times given by the SFA and
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the measurement. The calculation is done for the correct effective intensity since
the theoretical and experimental slopes of the emission time curves (that varies as
1/intensity [13]) agree perfectly in the plateau region. We consistently observe such
a shift of the measured absolute timing (reported already in [17]) and attribute it to a
yet unidentified macroscopic effect in the HHG gas jet rather than physics on the single
atom/molecule level. In particular, the fact that the experimental group delay curves
seem to fit the theoretical excursion time curve is presumably coincidental. A striking
result of figure 4 is the agreement of all three group delay curves within our error bars.
We can thus conclude that the continuum electron dynamics are the same for the very
light molecules and argon, which experimentally confirms the conclusion drawn from
the analysis of equation (3) and validates the time-frequency mapping that is the basis
of the PACER method.
For a closer analysis, we show in figure 4b the difference of group delays
∆τg = τ
D2
g − τH2g . We plot it as a function of the excursion time, justified by the
conclusion from section 2.2: the frequency-time mapping is identical for the two isotopes
and any potential difference between the group delays is due to the recombination
process. Different data acquisitions gave slightly varying results, differing mainly by
a constant offset. We show the difference of the average over three acquisition runs for
D2 (one of which is shown in figure 4a) obtained in conditions of approximately equal
gas density to one acquisition run for H2, shown also in figure 4a.
Kanai et al. [20] have measured the D2-H2 phase difference ∆ϕ by generating
harmonics in a mixture of the two gases. Their interfering emissions allow extracting
the quantity cos(∆ϕ) from the measured spectral intensities, which leads to a sign
ambiguity for ∆ϕ. To compare these results to ours, we can write τg = ∂ϕ/∂ω =
∂ϕ/∂τ × ∂τ/(ω0∂q). We then have to correct for the difference in ∂τ/(ω0∂q) between
our experiments, imposed by the different HHG intensities. In our case, ∂τ/∂q ≈ 44
as in the plateau region, whereas ∂τ/∂q ≈ 30 as for the conditions in [20]. We thus
calculate the group delay difference from Kanai’s data according to (10) and scale it by
44/30. The calculated points fall within our error margins.
We also compare to the group delay difference derived from the phase difference
of the C(τ) (see (8) and figure 1) calculated in section 2.2. To this end, we take the
derivative of the D2-H2 phase difference with respect to τ and multiply by ∂τ/(ω0∂q)
corresponding to the frequency-time mapping for our experimental conditions. The
expected group delay difference is almost zero for these excursion times which is within
our error margins.
5. Conclusions
We experimentally confirmed that the time-frequency mapping at the heart of the
PACER technique is identical for H2 and D2 molecules as well as for argon atoms,
which have almost the same ionization potential. This is supported by our theoretical
analysis, suggesting that there is no influence of the nuclear dynamics on the recolliding
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continuum electron wavepacket.
The error bars in our current measurements do not yet allow to discern the
influence of the nuclear dynamics in the H+2 molecule on the high harmonic phase.
Future measurements with improved accuracy should allow a more precise comparison
of experiment and theory. These improvements could be gained by RABITT scans over
a longer delay range and more precise control over experimental parameters such as the
gas density in the generating jet.
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